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ABSTRACT
Transport protocols are an integral part of the inter-process
communication (IPC) service used by application processes
to communicate over the network infrastructure. With al-
most 30 years of research on transport, one would have hoped
that we have a good handle on the problem. Unfortunately,
that is not true. As the Internet continues to grow, new net-
work technologies and new applications continue to emerge
putting transport protocols in a never-ending flux as they are
continuously adapted for these new environments.
In this work, we propose a clean-slate transport architec-
ture that renders all possible transport solutions as simply
combinations of policies instantiated on a single common
structure. We identify a minimal set of mechanisms that
once instantiated with the appropriate policies allows any
transport solution to be realized. Given our proposed archi-
tecture, we contend that there are no more transport proto-
cols to design—only policies to specify.
We implement our transport architecture in a declarative
language, Network Datalog (NDlog), making the specifica-
tion of different transport policies easy, compact, reusable,
dynamically configurable and potentially verifiable. In ND-
log, transport state is represented as database relations, state
is updated/queried using database operations, and transport
policies are specified using declarative rules.
We identify limitations with NDlog that could potentially
threaten the correctness of our specification. We propose
several language extensions to NDlog that would signifi-
cantly improve the programmability of transport policies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As the Internet continues to grow, new network tech-
nologies (e.g., wireless, cellular, ad hoc, sensor and mesh
networks) as well as new applications continue to emerge.
These new network technologies come with new Quality-
of-Service (QoS) properties (delay/jitter, bandwidth vari-
ability, error/loss rates, etc.) while new applications
come with new requirements (the need for rate, flow,
loss/error control, etc.) This puts the state of transport
solutions in a never-ending flux as they are continually
adapted for new environments1.
Over the last three decades, many transport paradigms
(e.g., reliable / connection-oriented, unreliable / con-
nectionless, transaction-oriented and real-time) were adopted.
Each new paradigm can be viewed as a di↵erent point
in the spectrum of possible requirements that must be
supported by the transport solution. This (somewhat)
narrow view of transport has led to the development
of many custom point-solutions (e.g., UDP, TCP, RTP,
DCCP, JTP [16]) but little in terms of a general frame-
work or unified theory.
Recent work on configurable and extensible transport
solutions (see the work by Bridges et al. [2] and refer-
ences therein) proposes a general transport framework
where all possible transport functions are implemented
using smaller modules called microprotocols. The end
goal is to enable the selection of an appropriate set of
microprotocols that, when combined together, imple-
ments the desired transport behavior. While such a
framework, as well as others described in [2], does in-
deed share our goals, it su↵ers from two main draw-
backs. First, there is no way to reason about and decide
on the number of microprotocols that will be required.
1
By environment we are referring to the underlying network
technology and the class of applications being supported.
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Instead, new microprotocols are created whenever more
functionality is needed. While this provides what seems
to be unlimited flexibility in protocol development, it re-
sults in increasingly complex implementations and inte-
gration problems over time [2]. Second, an ordering of
these microprotocols is required to achieve the desired
behavior. Given the potentially large number of micro-
protocols that need to be strung together, this is by no
means trivial, which makes verifying protocol correct-
ness a daunting undertaking [2].
Our Contribution:
Our work progresses along di↵erent fronts. First, we
focus on developing a general transport architecture.
We show that only a minimal set of mechanisms is re-
quired to realize the entire spectrum of possible solu-
tions. The key idea is to separate mechanisms from
policies. We avoid overloaded semantics whenever pos-
sible if it comes at a reasonable cost. The flexibil-
ity of our proposed architecture comes from its ability
to allow di↵erent policies to be activated within each
mechanism, realizing any possible transport solution,
while enabling its dynamic configurability at no addi-
tional cost. Our transport architecture consists of two
protocols, the Data Transfer Protocol (DTP) and the
Data Transfer Control Protocol (DTCP), as well as a
management application. This leads to a separation
of concerns over di↵erent timescales. DTP operates
over a short timescale (packet-level) and deals exclu-
sively with data manipulation functions. DTCP and
the management application, on the other hand, op-
erate over a longer timescale (flow-level) to control and
manage the supported flow. Our view is consistent with
Clark and Tennenhouse’s seminal work [5] that argues
for the separation of data manipulation functions from
control. While Clark and Tennenhouse do consider in-
band versus out-band communication as a way to sepa-
rate data manipulation from control, we show that the
complete decoupling of DTP from DTCP is a funda-
mental property that occurs naturally. In our architec-
ture, DTCP control mechanisms and the policies asso-
ciated with these mechanisms operate and evolve inde-
pendently. This observation re-emphasizes that TCP
and UDP, for example, should have never been sepa-
rate protocols. Instead, they can be realized using a
single structure. We contend that there are no more
transport protocols to design, only policies to specify. Of
course one may always need to make design decisions
to support new requirements, but we believe that such
extensions will only require specifying and implement-
ing new transport policies without having to redesign
the structure / protocol itself.
Second, we specify an initial prototype of our trans-
port architecture in the declarative language Network
Datalog (NDlog). While providing an absolute argu-
ment for using any particular formal description lan-
guage is inherently di cult, we note the primary rea-
sons that motivated our choice. Declarative languages
in general allow for the investigation of protocol be-
havior without worrying about the implementation. In
other words, they allow one to specify the “what” and
not the “how.” Declarative languages also allow one to
leverage the work on provable correctness and protocol
verification / testing (e.g., [4, 11,17]). NDlog in partic-
ular has been extensively used recently in the literature
to provide specifications of routing protocols [12, 15],
overlays [14], as well as sensor network architectures
and applications [3, 18], just to name a few. The ease
of programming, compactness of the specification, the
reusability of the code, as well as the security provided
by the restricted expressiveness of the language, have
all been widely documented in the literature. In terms
of specifying transport policies, NDlog utilizes relations
(i.e., tables) and database operations to implement the
specified behavior, which as we show, proves to be a nat-
ural way to represent and manipulate transport state.
2. NEW TRANSPORT ARCHITECTURE
2.1 Components
In general, the two end-points of a transport connec-
tion (flow) maintain shared state by exchanging proto-
col data units (PDUs). A PDU consists of two parts,
namely, the user’s data and the protocol control infor-
mation (PCI)2. State information is either passed ex-
plicitly in the PCI (e.g., the receiver’s current available
bu↵er space) or inferred from the exchange of PDUs
over time (e.g., an estimate of the connection’s round
trip time). Analyzing the PCI in TCP, the de-facto
transport protocol, one quickly realizes that there are
two types of control information: 1) information that
must be associated with the user’s data (e.g., the check-
sum) and therefore must be transmitted with the data,
and 2) information that does not have to be associated
with the user’s data (e.g., SACK blocks) and can be
transmitted in a separate PDU. We call these PDUs
Transfer and Control PDUs, respectively. This leads to
a natural decoupling of transport into two separate pro-
tocols: the Data Transfer Protocol (DTP) and the Data
Transfer Control Protocol (DTCP). DTP and DTCP
are decoupled via the Data Transfer State Vector (DTSV)
which contains all the shared state. This leads to a
separation of concerns over di↵erent timescales. Our
proposed architecture is outlined in Figure 1.
2.1.1 Data Transfer Protocol (DTP)
In general, every flow must have a DTP instance as-
2
We use the term PCI as opposed to the traditional “header”
to make clear that “information” is what the protocol un-
derstands as opposed to the “data” which it does not.
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Figure 1: Our Transport Architecture
sociated with it. Service data units (SDUs)3 are en-
queued in outboundQ by the application (or the layer
above). DTP, at the sender, is responsible for delimiting
the SDUs, performing any fragmentation / concatena-
tion of SDUs to create transfer PDUs whose size is less
than the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of the
layer below. DTP, at the receiver, is responsible for
reassembling / separating these PDUs to recreate the
original SDUs before handing them to the application
(or layer above). This is consistent with the Applica-
tion Level Framing concept introduced in [5] where the
authors argue that transport solutions should provide
services in terms of Application Data Units (ADUs).
DTP is also responsible for tacking sequence numbers,
addresses and checksum information onto the transfer
PDUs. Hence, DTP only consists of mechanisms that
are tightly coupled with the user’s data and only gener-
ates a single PDU type—the transfer PDU. Without a
DTCP instance, DTP hardly contains any policies and
its implementation could be made very e cient4. We
defer the details regarding the policies associated with
DTP, as well as its interaction with DTCP to Section 5
where we specify various transport policies in a declar-
ative language.
2.1.2 Data Transfer Control Protocol (DTCP)
DTCP consists of all the loosely-coupled mechanisms
that execute concurrently and are independent from
the user’s data. Each mechanism generates its own
control PDU. DTCP is where most of the transport
policies reside. The existence of a DTCP instance is
a matter of policy and depends on whether the sup-
ported flow requires any of the control mechanisms to be
activated. Sample control mechanisms include, error,
acknowledgement, retransmission, flow and congestion
control. It is important to note that while all loosely-
3
An SDU is a unit of data handed by the application (or
layer above) to the transport protocol.
4
This would represent a degenerate case of a UDP-like flow.
coupled control mechanisms execute independently, in
some limited instances they may a↵ect the operation
of DTP mechanisms. For example, the error control
policy may instruct the CRC/FEC mechanism to use a
particular Forward Error Correction scheme.
2.1.3 Management
Management provides the applications being supported
with the necessary interfaces to specify their QoS re-
quirements. It is then up to the policy selector to acti-
vate the appropriate mechanisms and instantiate suit-
able policies to satisfy these requirements. Management
also provides support for all the required performance
monitoring applications. Performance monitoring can
be done either passively (by observing transfer PDUs)
or actively (by sending probe packets). All monitoring
information is stored in a Resource Information Base
(RIB) and shared between the sender / receiver using
an update daemon that periodically sends update / re-
fresh messages.
We have not described any specific connection man-
agement mechanisms. In Watson et al. [9], it is proved
that timers for maintaining state are necessary and suf-
ficient. Hence, hard-state protocols, such as TCP, which
require explicit control and removal of state also need
timers. On the other hand, Delta-t [19], which is the
solution we adopt, relies exclusively on timers for main-
taining state which renders explicit connection manage-
ment mechanisms unnecessary.
2.2 Transport in a Repeating IPC Layer
We would like to note that our proposed transport
architecture is part of a larger general structure—a re-
peating layer. More specifically, its development was in-
fluenced by the fresh perspective that networking is not
a layered set of di↵erent functions but rather a single
layer of distributed Inter-Process Communication (IPC)
that repeats over di↵erent scopes [7,8]. In other words,
the same set of functions / mechanisms repeat but are
instantiated with policies that are tuned to operate over
di↵erent ranges of the performance space (e.g., capac-
ity, delay, loss). In addition to scope, each repeating
layer has a rank denoted by N. The transport archi-
tecture we describe operates at any (N)-layer. DTP,
at the sender, receives SDUs from the (N+1)-layer and
the concatenation mechanism aggregates these SDUs to
improve the Relaying and Multiplexing Task’s (RMT)5
performance—reduce switching overhead by processing
larger units less often. We adopt this (N)-notation from
hereon when describing our proposed transport archi-
tecture. More details on how our transport architecture
5
The RMT is simply a module that multiplexes and sched-
ules the PDUs associated with all supported N-layer flows
on the appropriate outgoing interface towards their destina-
tion.
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fits within the general structure of a repeating IPC layer
can be found in [8] and is outside the scope of this pa-
per.
3. BACKGROUND
This section provides an overview of NDlog (the declar-
ative language) that we use to specify transport policies
and P2 (the underlying system that provides us with a
bare-bones communication pipe).
3.1 P2 System
P2 is a declarative networking system developed at
Berkeley. Users specify network protocols in NDlog,
a declarative language based on extensions to Data-
log [13]. These specifications are then compiled into
a dataflow graph similar to the one used by Click [10].
Each declarative rule specified in NDlog is converted to
a strand of elements (i.e., a rule strand) implementing
the required relational database operations (joins, se-
lections, projections, aggregations) to evaluate the rule.
Rules query / update relations (i.e., tables) and trig-
ger events to implement the desired logic. Tuples, rep-
resenting PDUs and events, are sent and received over
the network via the Network-Out and Network-In mod-
ules. The network modules implement functionalities
for sending and receiving messages, reliable transmis-
sion, and congestion control. The network modules, the
queuing / multiplexing elements and the rule strands,
as shown in Figure 2, constitute the dataflow graph
that when executed results in the implementation of
the specified protocol.
Figure 2: P2’s Dataflow Architecture
3.2 Network Datalog
An NDlog program consists of a set of declarative
rules. A rule has the form rulename <head> :- <body>,
where the body consists of many predicates separated
by commas indicating an implicit conjunction. The
head is triggered only if all the predicates in the body
evaluate to true.
In NDlog, all predicates are relations. A relation can
be either a hard-state, soft-state or an event relation.
Hard-state and soft-state relations are materialized re-
lations containing tuples6 that have infinite and finite
lifetimes, respectively. Event relations, on the other
hand, are treated as streaming tuples that serve as trig-
ger events. When a tuple’s time-to-live expires, it is re-
moved from the relation. Materialized relations are de-
clared using the materialize command where the name,
tuple lifetime, maximum number of tuples and primary
key fields of the relation are specified. Tuples in a ma-
terialized relation can be inserted, updated, deleted or
queried. Each tuple generated by an NDlog program
is stored at the address associated with the location
specifier denoted with the @ symbol. If the address is
remote, the tuple is sent over the network. The declar-
ative rules in NDlog are implemented using traditional
database operations.
We consider below four sample declarative rules that
highlight the key aspects of NDlog that will be used
in our specification of transport policies. We denote
event relations by eEventName and materialized relations
by relationName. The body of rule r1 contains one event
relation eEvent1 and one materialized relation table17.
The body is triggered when the event tuple is fired (i.e.,
exists and evaluates to true). Tuples are then selected
from table1 such that all the values of identical field
names in table1 and eEvent1 match. Each matching tu-
ple causes the head of the rule to be triggered. All
tuples will be generated and consumed by node I.
r1 eHead(@I,A,B) :- eEvent1(@I,A,B), table1(@I,A,B).
The body of rule r2 contains two materialized rela-
tions, table1 and table2. The body is triggered when
either table1 or table2 is triggered. In general, material-
ized relations are triggered when tuples are inserted or
updated. Having two (or more) materialized relations
in the rule’s body causes the relations to be joined. Fi-
nally, a projection on field B is done. All eHead tuples
are sent from node I to node J.
r2 eHead(@J,I,B) :- table1(@I,J,A,B), table2(@I,J,A,B).
In rule r3, the head contains an aggregation operator
a COUNT<*> that returns the number of tuples in table1.
Other aggregation operators include a MIN<field> and
a MAX<field> which return all tuples that have the mini-
mum (maximum) value in the specified field.
r3 eHead(@I,a COUNT<*>) :- table1(@I,A,B).
NDlog supports built-in functions. In rule r4 the cur-
rent time is returned using a built-in function, f now(),
when eEvent1 is triggered. If the expression in the rule
body is true a tuple with a matching time field is deleted
from table1.
6
It is important to note that we use the term tuple to de-
note both trigger events and records in materialized relations
both of which could be transmitted over the network.
7
The body of a rule can contain at most one event relation.
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r4 delete table1(@I,Time) :- eEvent1(@I,Time),
TNow := f now(), TNow > Time.
4. DECLARATIVE TRANSPORT
This section motivates our choice to implement a
specification of our transport architecture in the declar-
ative language NDlog, and compares it to the existing
transport implementation in P2.
4.1 Componentized Versus Declarative
The network elements in P2 implement functionali-
ties for sending and receiving messages, reliable trans-
mission and congestion control, as shown in Figure 2.
In [6], the authors propose utilizing the configurabil-
ity of the dataflow graph to organize and reorder these
elements to implement a componentized transport so-
lution that is able to more closely satisfy application
requirements.
We take a di↵erent approach. Instead of implement-
ing various transport elements in an imperative lan-
guage, we implement a fine-grained specification of trans-
port policies using declarative rules. The retry element
in P2’s network module, for example, is replaced with
rules specifying several possible retransmission policies.
Thus, we view P2 as a system that provides us with a
bare-bones communication pipe for exchanging tuples
over which we build our transport architecture declara-
tively. Our end goal is to incorporate our transport ar-
chitecture within the P2 system and allow other declar-
ative specifications of applications and protocols to uti-
lize it. In the following section, we outline the benefits
of having such a fine-grained declarative specification.
4.2 Benefits of a Fine-Grained Declarative
Specification in NDlog
In addition to the wide adoption of NDlog (as well
as several extensions to it) and the documented advan-
tages of its compact / potentially verifiable specifica-
tions (e.g., see [3,12,14,15,18]), we believe that NDlog
has several key properties that make it a natural fit for
implementing transport policies.
NDlog utilizes relations (i.e., tables) and database
operations to implement the specified behavior. As
we show in Section 5, this proves to be a natural way
for representing and manipulating transport state. We
show that representing transport state as database rela-
tions and specifying transport policies using declarative
rules allows for the concise specification of transport be-
havior.
In terms of implementing the specified behavior, P2
provides us with a suitable and somewhat unique com-
munication paradigm. Transfer and control PDUs are
created by sending formatted tuples over the network.
A formatted tuple contains fields that both transport
end-points understand (i.e., know how to process). The
exchange and/or firing of tuples allows di↵erent mecha-
nisms to pass and share information (e.g., PCI fields).
5. TRANSPORT POLICIES IN NDLOG
In this section, we declaratively specify a subset of
our transport architecture outlined in Figure 1. We fo-
cus on DTP mechanisms and how they are a↵ected by
various DTCP policies, as well as a few independent
control policies in DTCP. The sender and receiver are
located at nodes I and J, respectively, while the connec-
tion between them is stored in link(@I,J). For ease of
exposition, we incrementally add DTCP control mech-
anisms. We first start by outlining what transport state
is maintained as database relations.
5.1 Transport State as Database Relations
We first describe the relational schema for the mate-
rialized relations representing the queues in DTP. The
DTP outbound mechanisms require outboundQ(@I, J,
TimeInserted, Data) that holds SDUs inserted by the (N+1)-
layer. The closedWinQ(@I, J, Seq, Data) holds transfer
PDUs to be scheduled for transmission by the DTCP
flow control mechanism once the transmission window
allows more data to be transmitted8. Copies of trans-
mitted transfer PDUs are stored in rtxQ(@I, J, TimeSent,
Seq, Data) whenever the DTCP retransmission control
mechanism is activated. The DTP inbound mecha-
nisms, on the other hand, require rcvQ(@I, J, TimeRcvd,
Seq, Data) which holds transfer PDUs received from the
(N-1)-layer. Out-of-order transfer PDUs are enqueued
in orderQ(@I, J, Seq, Data). For ease of exposition, we
assume that all relations representing queues have no
limit on the number of tuples that can be inserted.
Next we describe the relational scheme for the ma-
terialized relations representing the state variables in
the Data Transfer State Vector (DTSV). At the sender,
the sequencing mechanism in DTP maintains the cur-
rent sequence number in curSeq(@I, J, Seq) and the se-
quence number of the last in-order acknowledged packet
in lastAckRcvd(@I, J, LastAckRcvd). At the receiver, the
expected sequence number is maintained in expSeq(@I,
J, ExpSeq). The maximum bu↵er space available at the
receiver is stored in winSize(@I, J, Win). We focus on a
single transport connection so all state relations contain
at most one tuple9.
8
For simplicity, we only consider window-based, rather than
rate-based, transmission control mechanisms.
9
More generally, any relation that stores information about
a single variable will contain a single tuple (i.e., record)
indicating the current value of the variable.
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5.2 DTP Data Transfer Policies
5.2.1 DTP Outbound + No Dup Removal +
No DTCP Mechanisms
We start by specifying the outbound mechanisms (re-
sponsible for processing outgoing SDUs) associated with
a flow that only has a DTP instance and does not re-
quire the duplicate removal mechanism. Neither se-
quencing nor error correction is required in this case,
thus these mechanisms are deactivated by having a null
policy. Addressing is provided by P2’s location spec-
ifiers (cf. Section 3.2). For simplicity, we ignore de-
limiting and fragmentation / concatenation of SDUs
to create transfer PDUs. Thus when an SDU is in-
serted in outboundQ by the (N+1)-layer, a transfer PDU
(eTransferPDU) is constructed and sent to its peer.
snd01 eTransferPDU(@J, I, Data) :-
outboundQ(@I, J, TimeInserted, Data).
5.2.2 DTP Outbound + DTP Dup Removal +
DTCP Error Ctrl
Duplicate removal and error control require transfer
PDUs to contain a sequence number and a checksum,
respectively. When SDUs are inserted in outboundQ, the
sequence number curSeq associated with the DTP in-
stance is first incremented. Then the first SDU inserted
in outboundQ is selected (in case multiple SDUs were in-
serted), a transfer PDU is constructed and sequenced.
The transfer PDU’s checksum is then computed using a
built-in function f checksum(). Once the sequence num-
ber and checksum are tacked onto the transfer PDU, it
is sent to its peer.
snd01 eUpdateSeq(@I, J) :- outboundQ(@I, J, Time, Data).
snd02 curSeq(@I, J, NewSeq) :- eUpdateSeq(@I, J),
curSeq(@I, J, Seq), NewSeq := Seq+1.
snd03 eSeqUpdated(@I,J) :- curSeq(@I,J,Seq).
snd04 eMinTime(@I,J,a MIN<Time>) :- eSeqUpdated(@I,J),
outboundQ(@I,J,Time, ).




Checksum := f checksum(I,J,Seq,Data).
snd07 eTransferPDU(@J,I,Seq,Data,Checksum) :-
eData(@I,J,Seq,Data,Checksum).
5.2.3 DTP Outbound + DTCP Rtx Control
When the flow has a DTCP retransmission control
instance associated with it, the rtxQ relation is allo-
cated and a copy of every transmitted transfer PDU
is inserted in it. It is then up to DTCP to retransmit
the inserted PDU when its retransmission timer expires.
We will discuss retransmission policies in more detail in




eSequencedData(@I,J,Seq,Data), Tnow := f now().
5.2.4 DTP Outbound + DTCP Flow Control
When the flow has a DTCP flow control instance as-
sociated with it, the closedWinQ, lastAckRcvd and winSize
relations are allocated. A transfer PDU is sent over the
network only if the number of unacknowledged transfer
PDUs computed by (Seq - LastAckRcvd), where Seq de-
notes the sequence number of the PDU to be transmit-
ted, does not exceed the window size allowed by the flow
control mechanism. Otherwise, the PDU is bu↵ered
in closedWinQ. It is then up to DTCP to transmit the
bu↵ered PDUs when the window opens up again.
#include(snd01,snd02,snd03,snd04,snd05).
snd07 eTransferPDU(@J,I,Seq,Data) :- eSequencedData(@I,J,Seq,
Data), lastAckRcvd(@I,J,LastAckRcvd), winSize(@I,J,Win),
Win >= Seq-LastAckRcvd.
snd08 closedWindowQ(@I,J,Seq,Data) :- eSequencedData(@I,J,
Seq, Data), lastAckRcvd(@I,J, LastAckRcvd),
winSize(@I,J, Win), Win < Seq-LastAckRcvd.
5.2.5 DTP Inbound + DTP Ordering +
No DTCP Mechanisms
Here we specify DTP inbound mechanisms, partic-
ularly the ordering mechanism, associated with a flow
that only has a DTP instance. The receiver could po-
tentially have several policies for bu↵ering received trans-
fer PDUs. When a transfer PDU is received it is placed
in rcvQ. The receiver may process (and bu↵er) only in-
order (expected) PDUs by triggering eOrderedDataRcvd







On the other hand, the receiver may choose to en-
queue at most an entire window of out-of-order transfer
PDUs in orderQ. PDUs that do not have the expected
sequence number are considered out-of-order10.
#include(ord01).
ord02 eUnexpDataRcvd(@I,J,Seq,Data) :- rcvQ(@I,J,TimeRcvd,
RcvdSeq,Data), expSeq(@I,J,ExpSeq), winSize(@I,J,Win),
(RcvdSeq >= ExpSeq+Win || RcvdSeq < ExpSeq).
ord03 orderQ(@I,J,Seq,Data) :- rcvQ(@I,J,TimeRcvd,RcvdSeq,
Data), expSeq(@I,J,ExpSeq), winSize(@I,J,Win),
RcvdSeq >= ExpSeq, RcvdSeq < ExpSeq + Win.
5.3 DTCP Acknowledgement Policies
There are several acknowledgement policies that are
commonly used. Cumulative acknowledgements inform
the sender of the last in-order correctly received packet
(or byte). Selective acknowledgements, on the other
hand, inform the sender of all, potentially non-contiguous,
packets received.
10
Rule ord02 below uses || which denotes a logical OR operator.
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5.3.1 Cumulative Acknowledgements
As the receiver enqueues transfer PDUs in rcvQ, the
expected sequence number expSeq is maintained by DTP
and stored in DTSV. If the received PDU is expected
and subsequent PDUs were previously received, expSeq
is incremented recursively. Once the expected sequence
number has been maintained (and eExpSeqReady is trig-
gered), the ack control mechanism uses it in the ac-
knowledgement PDU transmitted. For simplicity, we
assume that transfer PDUs with sequence numbers less
than the expected sequence number are deleted from
rcvQ once processed.
ack01 eIncrementExpSeq(@I, J) :- rcvQ(@I,J, ,Seq, ),
expSeq(@I,J,ExpSeq), Seq == ExpSeq.
ack02 eExpSeqReady(@I, J) :- rcvQ(@I,J, ,Seq, ),
expSeq(@I, J, ExpSeq), Seq != ExpSeq.
ack03 expSeq(@I,J,NewExpSeq) :- eIncrementExpSeq(@I,J),
expSeq(@I,J,ExpSeq), NewExpSeq := ExpSeq + 1.
ack04 eExpSeqIncremented(@I,J,ExpSeq) :- expSeq(@I,J,ExpSeq).
ack05 eMinSeq(@I,J,a MIN<Seq>) :- eExpSeqIncremented(@I,J,
ExpSeq), rcvQ(@I, J, , Seq, ), Seq >= ExpSeq.
ack06 eIncrementExpSeq(@I, J) :- eMinSeq(@I, J, MinSeq),
expSeq(@I, J, NewExpSeq), MinSeq == NewExpSeq.
ack07 eExpSeqReady(@I, J) :- eMinSeq(@I, J, MinSeq),
expSeq(@I, J, NewExpSeq), MinSeq != NewExpSeq.
ack08 eAckPDU(@J, I, Seq) :- eExpSeqReady(@I, J),
expSeq(@I, J, ExpSeq), Seq := ExpSeq - 1.
The sender handles cumulative acknowledgements by
removing all records in rtxQ such that the sequence num-
ber received in the acknowledgement is greater than or
equal to the sequence number field in the PDU’s record.





ack10 delete rtxQ(@I, J, TimeSent, Seq, Data) :-
eDelAckedPDUs(@I, J, TimeSent, Seq, Data).
5.3.2 Selective Acknowledgements
Selective acknowledgements are simpler. Every time
the receiver enqueues a transfer PDU in rcvQ, the eDataRcvd
event is triggered and the DTCP ack control mechanism
sends an acknowledgement with the sequence number of
that PDU over the network.
ack01 eDataRcvd(@J, I, Seq) :- rcvQ(@I, J, ,Seq, ).
ack02 eAckPDU(@J, I, Seq) :- eDataRcvd(@I, J,Seq).
The sender handles the selective acknowledgement by
only removing records from rtxQ that match the received
sequence number Seq.
ack03 eDelAckedPDUs(@I, J, TimeSent, Seq, Data) :-
eAckPDU(@I,J,RcvdSeq), rtxQ(@I,J,TimeSent,Seq,Data).
#include ack10.
5.4 DTCP Retransmission Policies
For simplicity, we only consider timeout-triggered re-
transmissions. DTCP’s retransmission control mech-
anism might have several policies associated with it.
Upon the timeout of a transfer PDU, either only the
PDU that timed out is retransmitted, all unacknowl-
edged PDUs are retransmitted or at most N unacknowl-
edged PDUs are retransmitted.
5.4.1 Retransmit Expired Transfer PDU Only
NDlog does not have support for timers. We consider
this issue in more detail in Section 6. NDlog does, how-
ever, have a periodic command that could infinitely trig-
ger a tuple at node I every T seconds. We use periodic
to continuously check if any transfer PDUs have timed
out. If so, the PDU is retransmitted and reinserted in
rtxQ.
rtx01 eData(@I, J, Seq, Data) :- periodic(@I, E, T),
rtxQ(@I, J, TimeSent, Seq, Data),
Tnow := f now(), Tnow - TimeSent > RTO11.
rtx02 eTransferPDU(@J,I, Seq, Data) :- eData(@I,J, Seq, Data).
5.4.2 Retransmit All Unacknowledged Transfer PDUs
Here we first need to detect if any transfer PDU expe-
rienced a timeout by checking the first transmitted PDU
(using the MIN aggregate) stored in rtxQ. If a timeout oc-
curred, all PDUs in rtxQ are selected and retransmitted.
rtx01 ePeriodic(@I, J) :- periodic(@I, E, T), link(@I,J).
rtx02 eCountUnackedPDUs(@I,J, a COUNT<*>) :-
ePeriodic(@I, J), rtxQ(@I,J, , , ).
rtx03 eRtxOnCount(@I, J) :-
eCountUnackedPDUs(@I,J,Count), Count > 0.
rtx04 eMinTimePDUSent(@I,J, a MIN<TimeSent>) :-
eRtxOnCount(@I,J), rtxQ(@I,J,TimeSent, , ).
rtx05 eTimeout(@I,J) :- eMinTimePDUSent(@I,J, TimeSent),
TNow := f now(), TNow - TimeSent > RTO.
rtx06 eData(@I,J, Seq, Data) :- eTimeout(@I,J),
rtxQ(@I,J, TimeSent, Seq, Data).
rtx07 eTransferPDU(@J,I, Seq,Data) :- eData(@I,J, Seq,Data).
5.5 DTCP Rate Control Policies
Monitoring applications keep track of a wide range
of connection performance metrics such as throughput,
goodput, loss rate, available capacity, delay, etc. Thus,
any rate control policy, which is arguably the hardest
policy in a transport protocol, degenerates to simply
querying the required metrics from the Resource Infor-
mation Base and using any controller or algorithm that
is suitable for the environment. In other words, speci-
fying rate control algorithms becomes relatively easy.
6. EXTENSIONS TO NDLOG
6.1 Support for Timers
Implementing transport policies in NDlog requires
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support for timers12 (e.g., retransmission and/or state
maintenance timers). We are currently considering a
few alternatives. One possibility involves two exten-
sions to NDlog: 1) allowing each tuple in a materialized
relation to have its own lifetime attribute13, and 2) trig-
gering a rule-level event containing all the information
associated with a tuple being removed from a material-
ized relation due to the expiration of its lifetime.
Consider the tuples in rtxQ14. Each tuple would have
a lifetime that is equal to the packet’s retransmission
timeout. When the tuple expires, the triggering of the
expired tuple event allows the packet retransmission to
be readily scheduled.
6.2 Support for Transactions
NDlog does not support multi-rule atomicity. This
leaves specifications susceptible to race conditions. Imag-
ine two rules, r1 and r2 that operate as follows. Rule r1
reads from a materialized relation and checks if a partic-
ular condition is satisfied. Rule r2 writes a new value to
the relation. One may require rules r1 and r2 to be ex-
ecuted atomically to guarantee correct behavior. This
can be crudely achieved by assigning priorities to rules
as done in [3] to bias the scheduling of rule execution.
When dealing with transport state in DTSV, race
conditions lead to either performance degradation or
threaten protocol correctness—something which cannot
be tolerated. For example, rejecting a received packet
because the expected sequence number was not updated
correctly causes the transport protocol to induce unnec-
essary losses. On the other hand, sending two consecu-
tive packets with the same sequence number, threatens
the reliability of the protocol. We are currently consid-
ering possible extensions to NDlog based on Transac-
tional Datalog [1].
7. ONGOING AND FUTURE WORK
In addition to specifying our proposed transport ar-
chitecture and evaluating it, our ongoing work involves
producing a full specification of a repeating IPC layer
(cf. Section 2.2). Such a layer would combine transport
and routing, as well as layer management functions for
performing enrollment, authentication, resource alloca-
tion, address assignment, access control, etc. Our goal
is to build repeating IPC layers in P2, as part of our
e↵ort to realize and evaluate a clean-slate Internet ar-
chitecture. This architecture is scalable in that it can
repeat indefinitely15 where the scope of the lowest IPC
12
Using periodic to check if the timer expired triggers tuples
unnecessarily and degrades performance.
13
NDlog associates the same lifetime attribute with all the
tuples in a relation.
14
Contains copies of packets that may need to be retransmit-
ted by DTCP.
15
By “indefinitely” we mean that the nature of the architec-
layer is a physical (shared or dedicated) link. In this re-
gard, we view P2 as a bare-bones communication pipe
for exchanging tuples at any IPC layer, and NDlog as
the declarative language in which all the elements in the
IPC layer, including our transport architecture, can be
specified.
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